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Abstract

The genome of Halobacterium NRC-1 is 2,571,010 bp and encodes 2,630 proteins. The genome 
is arranged into 3 replicons, a large chromosome and two smaller mini-chromosomes, pNRC100 
and pNRC200. The mini-chromosomes share approximately 145 Kb of sequence similarity and 
harbor the majority of the 91 IS elements. This large amount of repeated DNA required mapping 
pNRC200 for final assembly of the genome sequence. ^ The proteome of NRC-1 is extremely 
acidic, with an average pI of 4.9, and represents the major adaptation to the high internal salt 
concentration. Homology modeled structures showed the majority of additional charge is at the 
surface of the protein where it compensates for lower water activity and depressed dielectric
constant to maintain solubility at saturating salt concentrations. GC and amino acid compositions 
reflect the extremely acid proteome. An overrepresentation of codons GAC and GAG, coding for 
aspartic acid and glutamic acid respectively, are found in the genome. ^ NRC-1 showed extensive 
evidence of lateral gene transfer (LGT). Although 16S rDNA analysis shows halophiles to be a 
monophyletic group branching from the methanogens in the Euryarchaeota, several features 
important to environmental adaptation appear to be acquired laterally from bacteria. The nuo and 
men genes corresponding to electron transport were identified as laterally transferred, giving 
evidence of the evolutionary past of this halophile. Further analysis of local databases and the 
Clusters of Orthologous Genes (COG) databases revealed, among the 2411 non-redundant 
protein coding genes from NRC-1, 783 proteins with bacterial character by BLAST score.
Phylogenetic analysis showed several biosynthetic, transport, and energy systems, including 
histidine utilization, purine metabolism, and glycerol utilization, were likely acquired by LGT. 
However, no link between the 91 IS elements and the laterally transferred genes was found. ^ 
While the structure of the genome, with its three replicons, mini-chromosomes, IS elements, 
different GC-fractions, and observed plasticity, have been the driving force towards sequencing 
and subsequent analysis, the ultimate role of these various features remains mostly in the realm of 
the unknown. I discuss several scenarios to explain the presence of IS elements, duplication of 
genes, and overall genomic organization. ^
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